Introduction {#S0001}
============

Neonatal seizures are the most common neurological manifestations in newborns and often the first sign of neurological dysfunction.[@CIT0001]--[@CIT0003] Neonatal seizures usually occur within the first 4 weeks of life in a full-term infant and up to 44 weeks from conception for premature infants. Seizures are more common in neonatal period than other periods of life, particularly in the first 1--2 days to the first week after birth. The incidence of neonatal seizures varies by weight; it is only 2.8 per 1000 for infants with birth weights of 2500 to 3999 g and 57.5 per 1000 in infants with birth weights lower than 1500 g. In Neonatal Intensive Care Units (NICUs), the incidence is as high as 8--15%.[@CIT0001]--[@CIT0003]

Neonatal seizures may occur because of many different etiologies, such as hypoxic--ischemic encephalopathy which is the most common cause, stroke, intracranial infection, cardiac surgery, extracorporeal membrane oxygenation, etc.[@CIT0004]--[@CIT0006]

It seems that seizures may affect the maturation and development of the brain in the critical period of life and are associated with a significant incidence of brain injury and long-term neurodevelopmental delay.[@CIT0001]--[@CIT0003] They may be short-lived events lasting for a few days only. However, they often imply severe damage or malfunction of the immature brain and they are considered as neurologic emergency conditions which needed urgent diagnosis and management.[@CIT0001]--[@CIT0003]

Neonatal seizures are usually difficult to recognize as seizure activity in newborns may not be clinically apparent. Clinical observation alone could reduce the successful diagnosis of neonatal seizures because about 80% of the seizures are occult.[@CIT0007] Besides, over-diagnosing of seizure is possible because clinical paroxysmal movements do not correlate with EEG seizure activity which can often be misdiagnosed.[@CIT0008]--[@CIT0010] Therefore, electroencephalography (EEG) is an important investigation to accurately identify epileptiform events. Nowadays, two main methods for the detection of neonatal seizures are amplitude-integrated EEG (aEEG) and conventional EEG (cEEG).[@CIT0011]--[@CIT0013]

In spite of being the diagnostic gold-standard for epileptic seizures, cEEG is of limited availability because of difficult access and the need for neurophysiologists in the clinical centers.[@CIT0014],[@CIT0015] In addition, the results are not available online to help the clinician with patient management.[@CIT0016]--[@CIT0018] In contrast, a simple method to gather EEG information (amplified, filtered, and compressed) using a fewer number of electrodes is aEEG, which could detect seizures and provide information on brain electrical activity in real-time. AEEG is increasingly used in the NICUs.[@CIT0019] Several studies have attempted to determine outcomes in babies with neonatal seizures using EEG.[@CIT0020]--[@CIT0023]

AEEG can be a good screening tool for the diagnosis of seizures in infants. Although it is reported to have less sensitivity and specificity as compared to the cEEG, its sensitivity and specificity make it acceptable to be used as a screening method. Notably, aEEG has an acceptable effect in predicting the neonatal seizure outcome when the background is mildly or severely abnormal.

In the present study, we aimed to evaluate the diagnostic accuracy of neonatal seizures using aEEG and compare it with cEEG. For this aim, we investigated original research articles in which the effectiveness of aEEG and cEEG are compared in the diagnosis of neonatal seizures.

Methods {#S0002}
=======

This short review was conducted and reported as the result of evaluating several studies, and finally, a conclusion from all papers was obtained.

Study Design {#S0002-S2001}
------------

Seventeen studies that compared aEEG and cEEG in detection of neonatal seizures were reviewed. The participants in these studies were neonates with suspected seizures or were at risk of seizures.

Inclusion And Exclusion Criteria {#S0002-S2002}
--------------------------------

We included studies in which aEEG and cEEG have been compared according to their effectiveness in diagnosing seizures in term and/or preterm neonates. Only original research articles and clinical trials were included. Neither review articles nor meta-analyses were included. We excluded studies in which there was no simultaneous cEEG and studies that only focused on EEG pattern without addressing the detection of neonatal seizures.

Research Strategy {#S0002-S2003}
-----------------

PubMed and GoogleScholar databases were searched on February 2018 using the following keywords: Infant \[Title\] AND aEEG \[Title\] AND seizure \[Title/Abstract\]. This resulted in 13 papers in the first step. We also checked the lists of references in these papers and included 4 more papers which also fulfilled the criteria.

Results {#S0003}
=======

A summary of the included papers results is demonstrated in [Table 1](#T0001){ref-type="table"}. The sample size of individual studies varied from 12 to 160 and the total sample size was 814. Some of the studies included a mixed group of term and preterm infants. In four studies, aEEG with raw trace was recorded. One study discussed the accuracy of aEEG in diagnosing "patients with seizures" and seven studies reported the precision of aEEG in the detection of "individual seizures", and five studies reported on both issues while two studies had evaluated aEEG and conception age.Table 1Important Characteristics Of The Included StudiesAuthor & Year Of PublicationSample SizeSubject, Conceptional AgeResultsConclusionsHellstrom-Westas 1995[@CIT0029]47Term neonates with HIE\
37--42wNormal pattern:\
Sensitivity: 89%\
Specificity: 94.7%\
PPV: 96.2%\
Abnormal pattern:\
Sensitivity: 94.7%\
Specificity: 89.3%\
PPV: 85.7%aEEG monitoring at 6 hrs after birth predicts the outcome, with a high degree of accuracy, after birth asphyxiaEken 1995[@CIT0030]31Term neonates with HIESeizure detection:\
Sensitivity: 94.1%\
Specificity: 78.6%\
PPV: 84.2% NPV: 91.7%aEEG provided the most useful data about encephalopathy and subsequent neurodevelopmental outcomeToet 2002[@CIT0039]36Neonate ≥ 36wPWS detection:\
Sensitivity: 76%\
Specificity: 100%\
PPV: 100% NPV: 80%aEEG is a reliable tool to detect seizures as a monitoring methodRennie 2004[@CIT0024]40At-risk neonate, 24--42 wSeizure detection:\
Sensitivity: 38, 54, 55%\
Specificity: 92, 75, 61%About half of the seizures are not detected by aEEGVan Rooij 2005[@CIT0031]160Term neonates with perinatal asphyxiaSeizure detection:\
Sensitivity: 93%\
Specificity: 85%\
PPV: 88% NPV: 91%aEEG is not enough to accurate prediction of neurodevelopmental outcomes.Sisman 2005[@CIT0040]31Preterm, GA \< 33 w,\
Without neurologic anomalyfrequency of mature SWC increased with PMA independent of GA, while the frequency of continuity increased with PMA and was higheraEEG in preterm infants may need to be analyzed by comparing results with standards of similar PMA and GAOsredkar 2006[@CIT0042]15Term neonates without severe HIE, but suspiciousSeizure detection:\
Sensitivity: 50%\
Specificity: 100%\
PPV: 100% NPV: 75%aEEG could evaluate the presence or absence of epileptiform activity in term without severe HIEShelhaas 2007[@CIT0041]121Mixed group of the near-term neonate (35--50 w)Seizure detection:\
Sensitivity: 25.5%\
Patient with seizure:\
Sensitivity:40.3%aEEG is a useful supplemental tool to detect seizure and predict of outcome in neonatesShah 2008[@CIT0026]21Term neonate with seizureSeizure detection:\
Sensitivity: 76%\
Specificity: 78%\
PPV: 78% NPV: 78%\
PWS detection:\
Sensitivity:85%aEEG with raw trace detected the majority of seizures by an experienced neonatologistLawrence 2009[@CIT0027]40Neonate with HIE, ≥36 wSeizure detection:\
Sensitivity 79%\
False-positive rate:26%,\
PPV:73%, NPV: 99%aEEG with raw trace can be interpreted accurately and compares favorably with cEEGBourez Swart 2009[@CIT0046]12Term infant with HIESingle-channel aEEG:\
Seizure detection:\
Sensitivity: 30% (95% CI: 0.22--0.38)\
PWS detection:\
Sensitivity: 92% (95% CI:0.65--0.99)\
Multichannel aEEG:\
Seizure detection:\
Sensitivity: 39% (95% CI:0.31--0.48)\
PWS detection:\
Sensitivity: 100% (95% CI:0.31--1)aEEG is a reliable tool for long-term monitoring in NICUsEvans 2010[@CIT0048] {Evans, 2010[@CIT0048]}44At-risk neonate, \>31wSeizure detection:\
Sensitivity: 80%\
Specificity: 50%aEEG overdiagnosed seizures.\
Seizures noted on aEEG require sEEG confirmationFrenkel 2011[@CIT0028]38At-risk neonate, 24-43wPWS detection:\
Sensitivity: 68%--84%\
Specificity: 71%--84%aEEG with raw trace has very high sensitivity and specificity when used by experienced usersZhang 2011[@CIT0054]62At-risk neonates, termaEEG:\
Seizure detection:\
Sensitivity: 44%\
PWS detection:\
Sensitivity: 17%\
aEEG with raw trace:\
Seizure detection:\
Sensitivity: 85%\
PWS detection:\
Sensitivity: 70%oroaEEG and clinical observation were not reliable in diagnosing neonatal seizuresMastrangelo 2013[@CIT0051]28High-risk neurological insult termSeizure detection:\
Sensitivity by neurologist: 49%\
Sensitivity by neonatologist: 37.5%aEEG is used as a monitoring tool and cEEG complemented to detect seizures in newborns with acute encephalopathy.Toso 2014[@CIT0052]21At-risk term infantsSeizure detection:\
Sensitivity: 90%\
Specificity: 82%\
PPV: 82% NPV: 90%In NICUs, aEEG is a useful device in all sick infants for predicting short-term neurological outcomes.Meledin 2016[@CIT0020]67Preterm neonate, GA\<34wEEG IBI, alpha, and theta frequencies' amplitudes were negatively correlated to the aEEG lower border, while conceptional age (CA) was positively correlated to aEEG lower border (P \< 0.001). IBI and all frequencies' amplitude were positively correlated to the upper aEEG border (P ≤ 0.001)aEEG recordings in high-risk premature neonates reflect reliably EEG background information related to continuity and amplitude[^1]

From 40 infants in Rennie et al\'s (2004) study on 19 infants with and 21 without electrographic seizures, cEEG recordings were compared with a single-channel aEEG from the P3-P4 leads. Sensitivity for "individual seizure" detection was 38% at 6 cm/hr, 54% at 15 cm/hr, and 55% at 30 cm/hr, while specificities were 91%, 75%, and 60%, respectively.[@CIT0024]

In Shellhaas et al\'s (2007) study, six one-year-experienced neonatologists' interpreted 144 blended strips of single-channel aEEG (19 strips without seizure as control records and 125 strips with seizures from 121 neonates) randomly. The neonatologists reported 22--57% of the "strips with seizure" and 12--38% of "individual seizures". Using multivariate analyses, the authors concluded that the significant factors in the correct detection of neonatal seizures by aEEG were the seizure duration, aEEG interpretation, amplitude, and frequency.[@CIT0025]

In the study of Shah et al (2008), 21 neonates with clinical seizures were studied. In this study, neurologists interpreted the cEEG and neonatologists interpreted two-channel aEEG with the raw trace. Two-channel "aEEG with raw trace" had a specificity of 78% and sensitivity of 76% for seizures detection. The results showed that if an experienced neonatal EEG reader interprets two-channel "aEEG with raw trace", the majority of electrical seizures could be detected.[@CIT0026]

In a randomized controlled trial study, Lawrence et al (2009) tried to evaluate the impact of aEEG monitoring in infants of more than 36 weeks old with the risk of seizures. cEEG and "aEEG with raw trace" were simultaneously recorded from 34 infants with hypoxic--ischemic encephalopathy (HIE). An epileptologist interpreted the cEEG and another reader interpreted the "aEEG with raw trace" independently. "AEEG with raw trace" detected 323/426 (76%) of seizures.[@CIT0027]

The study of Frenkel et al (2010) compared two methods of cEEG and aEEG by clinicians with different levels of expertise. A total of 265 paired epochs cEEG/aEEG with raw trace were recorded in 38 infants at risk for seizures. The sensitivity and specificity of "aEEG with raw trace" for the detection of seizures ranged from 68% to 84% and 71% to 84%, respectively.[@CIT0028]

Meledin et al (2016) have performed a prospective cohort study with 67 infants less than 34 weeks of gestation. cEEG and aEEG were recorded and assessed separately by a single investigator. A total of 1679 aEEG/EEG pairs of 10-min segments from 189 recordings were analyzed. The authors found a relationship between EEG and aEEG. Accordingly, they suggested that these two methods should be complementary and should be used according to the needs and situations in NICUs.[@CIT0020]

The rest of the results of the selected studies has been shown in [Table 1](#T0001){ref-type="table"}.

Discussion {#S0004}
==========

In this study, we have extracted and studied 17 papers (including a total of 814 neonates), in which aEEG and cEEG were compared for the detection of seizures in neonates. Seizures in neonates are relatively common and are associated with poor neurodevelopmental outcomes if not diagnosed early and treated properly. Neonatal seizures which lead to increased morbidity and mortality are usually found in NICU. Newborns with seizures are at risk for neonatal death, neurological impairment, developmental delay, and later epilepsy.[@CIT0032]

Predicting outcomes can be very difficult in babies with neonatal seizures. In this regard, etiology, clinical profile, EEG background, and neuroimaging have all been considered for prognostication. Neonatal seizures can or cannot have clinical correlates and, therefore, are difficult to be recognized. We analyzed the predictive value of the aEEG background for the neurodevelopmental outcomes.[@CIT0032]

Neonatal seizures are still associated with significant mortality and morbidity even in advanced NICUs. Etiologies of neonatal seizures play a primary role in long-term sequelae.[@CIT0033] In Anand et al\'s study, the mortality outcome of babies with seizures was 17.2%,[@CIT0034] whereas in Nagarajan et al\'s study, the mortality outcome reached 21%,[@CIT0006] similar to Pisani et al\'s reports that showed mortality outcome of 19%.[@CIT0035] It was slightly higher than 15% reported from Brazil and Da Silva's groups or 7% in the study by Tekgul et al.[@CIT0036] The lower mortality in Tekgul's and Da Silva's groups may be as a result of babies identification based on clinical seizures.[@CIT0036],[@CIT0037] It is essential to select a test with a very high sensitivity to detect "individual seizures" and to enable the correct identification of seizures as many as possible. In Nagarajan et al\'s study, babies with neonatal seizures had significant neurodevelopmental consequences: neurodevelopmental impairment in 63%, cerebral palsy in 30%, vision and hearing impairment in 23%, and epilepsy in 33%. Legido et al reported cerebral palsy and developmental delays in about two-thirds of the survivors of babies in which EEG documented seizures[@CIT0038] and severe neurological impairment was reported in Anand's group (18.5%).[@CIT0034] Probably, the underlying etiology (influencing the background) and the seizures have an additive detrimental effect on prognosis. The occurrence of epilepsy on follow-up has varied from 27% to 56%.[@CIT0039],[@CIT0040] Various causes such as different patient groups, probable etiology identification of seizures by video EEG or clinical, gestational ages and geographical location affect these variations.[@CIT0041],[@CIT0042] Postnatal epilepsy is known as a significant neurological consequence in several studies on the follow-up of babies with neonatal seizures. The incidence of postnatal epilepsy increases when more abnormality is seen in EEG backgrounds.[@CIT0023],[@CIT0039],[@CIT0040],[@CIT0043],[@CIT0044]

EEG remains one of the most useful tools for the diagnosis and prognosis of neonatal seizures. A large number of previous studies have shown that EEG is a very good predictor of neurodevelopmental outcomes,[@CIT0001],[@CIT0023],[@CIT0043] while a few studies suggested limited value in predicting outcome.[@CIT0045],[@CIT0046] Severely abnormal EEG background activity was associated with severe injury and neurodevelopmental outcome,[@CIT0047],[@CIT0048] while a mild-to-moderate impairment in EEG background was not a significant prognostic value.[@CIT0047],[@CIT0048]

aEEG is a simplified online bedside neurophysiological monitoring tool. The data of aEEG data are processed through EEG signals recorded from one or more channels that reflect the EEG background.[@CIT0047],[@CIT0048]

A meta-analysis study conducted by Spitzmiller in 2007 on eight papers, which was performed on asphyxiated full-term infants, showed the sensitivities and specificities of severely abnormal aEEG tracings in prediction of poor outcome (the predicted poor outcome was from 73% to 100%, and a negative likelihood ratio was 0.09 (0.06--0.15 95% CI)). This meta-analysis concluded that aEEG is an excellent screening bedside tool in term hypoxic--ischemic encephalopathic infants to predict a long-term neurodevelopmental outcome.[@CIT0045] In contrast, Osredkar et al reported that the sensitivity of seizure detection of aEEG to standard EEG was 50%, the specificity was 100%, the positive predictive value was 100%, and the negative predictive value was 75%.[@CIT0042] These findings are possibly obtained due to the target groups (ie, infant without severe HIE but at risk for seizure).

In a systematic review article in 2015, Rakshasbhuvankar et al studied 10 papers including 433 neonates and evaluated aEEG and cEEG for seizure detection. Sensitivity and specificity were 76% (range: 71--85) and 85% (range: 39--90), respectively, when aEEG was investigated with raw trace, while sensitivity and specificity were reported low if aEEG was investigated without raw trace (39% and 95%, respectively).[@CIT0005]

Chandrasekaran et al (2017) reviewed a total of nine articles (total sampling=529) in a meta-analysis. Sensitivity and specificity of aEEG at 6 hrs of age were 96% (95% CI, 91 to 98) and 39% (95% CI, 32 to 46), respectively. The highest diagnostic odds ratio of an abnormal trace was 48 hrs (66.9 (95% CI 19.7, 227.2)). Adverse neurodevelopmental outcome was associated with persistently abnormal aEEG at 48 hrs or more. Normal 6 hr aEEGs had high negative predictive value, but did not exclude adverse outcomes.[@CIT0049]

The median sensitivity for the detection of the neonate with seizures was 80% (range: 76--85, four studies) and it was reasonably good when it was "aEEG with raw trace". Thus, it could be helpful to identify neonates who might benefit most from doing continuous EEG. aEEG background activity trends are good indicators for prediction of long-term outcome and neurodevelopmental prognosis which was confirmed by many articles.[@CIT0012],[@CIT0015],[@CIT0034],[@CIT0050] Therefore, in the NICUs, the aEEG is appropriately used to evaluate the background activity of the aEEG.

Although it is very easy to implement by the clinicians, shorter seizures are missed due to time compression in the aEEG. Moreover, focal seizures often remain unnoticed due to the limited number of used electrodes. Some of the unique characteristics that make seizures identifiable in neonates, such as spatial evolution, may not be evident on aEEG. Considering the inherent technical limitations, it is illogical to expect aEEG to detect all the seizures. If aEEG is to be used for making treatment decisions, high specificity is also important, because wrong diagnosis and too much treatment could be potentially harmful to the developing brain.[@CIT0051]--[@CIT0053] It has been made clear that EEG artifacts (such as electrocardiography (ECG) or high-frequency ventilation) occur frequently despite the filtering process and can influence the aEEG recording significantly.[@CIT0054]

Even though cEEG is the gold standard for seizure detection, many neonatologists tend to use aEEG for diagnosis, monitoring, and management of seizures. A recent survey of American neonatologists found that nearly 80% of those who used aEEG used it for deciding to treat seizures.

This review suffers from some limitations including heterogeneity between studies, different times of performing aEEG, post-conceptional age, and underlying diseases. Further projects and research need to be done to obtain a generalizable conclusion about the diagnostic accuracy of aEEG.

Although the gold standard for neonatal seizure detection is conventional video-EEG monitoring, it is expensive, needs expert EEG reading and technologist, the data collection procedure is complex and restricted to be performed everywhere and also it prevents nursing work. These factors have limited their use. The use of aEEG on sick neonates has clinical value in NICUs but does not replace the standard EEG. Finally, it is worth noting that while aEEG can be used as a complementary technique, further research is still required with a focus on improving the sensitivity and specificity of the technique to advance its utility in clinical practice.

Conclusion {#S0005}
==========

Short studies showed that aEEG has variable sensitivity and specificity. By all this information, it is suggested that aEEG is a very good screening tool for detecting neonates who need cEEG in the NICU but is not recommended for primary diagnosis and management of neonates with seizure.
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==========
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[^1]: **Abbreviations:** HIE, hypoxic ischemic encephalopathy; aEEG, amplitude-integrated electroencephalogram; FSIQ, Fullscale Intelligence Quotient; cEEG, conventional electroencephalogram; SWC, sleep-wake cycling; C.I., confidence interval; sEEG, standard EEG; CFM, cerebral function monitor; EEG, electroencephalogram; GA, gestational age; h, hours; cm-centimeter; NPV, negative predictive value; PPV, positive predictive value; PWS, patients with seizures.
